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DRY LUBRICANTS AND CORROSION

ABSTRACT

This paper disculses dry film lubrican"ts from the
standpoint nf use by tne military services, the Army in p ar-
ticular. For military purposes, a dry film lubricant Is de-
fined as a solid material which reduces friction and wear and
at the same time provides corrosion protection.

A summary of the types of dry lubricants and their de-
sirable characteristics is given along with a discussion of
the factors affecting the efficiency of the dry film lubri-
cants.

Recent work on the development of a dry film lubricant
with a long wear life and corrosion protective properties is
discussed, This work shows that graphite iv not a desirable
component in a dry film lubricant because it accelerates
corrosion.

The paper lists general applications for dry film
lubricants and specific Ordnance applicaticns such as on
the XM34 Littl-John Rocket Launcher.
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Dry Lubricants and Corrosion

From the point of vtew of the MLlitarj Services, a dry
lubricant may be defined as a solid material which, when
placed between two surfaces subject to reiative motion, will
prevent contact of the bearing surfaces, reduce wear, reduce
frintion, and prevent corrosion of the bearing area. The
two factors, wear reduction and corrosion prevention must be
inherent in a dry lubricant or the material is of no practical
interest to the Milltarjy Services.

This deinition immediately rules out dry materials such
as graphite and molybdenuvn diGulfide when uned alone because
these lubricants, under certain ccnditions, promote rather
than inhibit corrosion.

This discisssion will be limited primarily to resin-
bonded dry fIlni lubrleants because these ruaterials are at the
present time the moct *idely used types meeting thia defini-
ti-on.

Tne simplest way ;o prevent corroeion of a bearing sur-
face Is to coat the surCace with material which acts as a
barrier tr, corrosive agents. In theory, a resin-bonded dry
film lubricant provides ,.ch a barrierb. In practice, this
barrier is often faulty.

A resin-bonded dry film lubricant meeting the above
definition can be made by combinirg the proper lubricative
pigments with a resin solution in the presence of a solvent
system. The resulting mixture is really a paint with lubri-
cating and corrosion preventive properties.

Devine(i)has proposed a list of desirable characteris-
tics for inorganic solid film binders. These characteris-
tics also apply to organic binders and are as fcolows:

1. Capability of being deposited in the form of a
binding film.

2. Ability to retain hardness and chemical stability
at elevated temperatures.

3. Capability of forming a tenacious bond at tempera-
tures which would not produce dimensional changes
in the metal substrate.
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pigments.

5. Resistance to abrasion.

The following additional requirements may well be added
to the above list.

6. The ability to produce wear debris which is not
detrimental to lubrication.

7, The ability to prevent corrosion on metal sur-
faces when applied in an extremely thin film.

Three types of bonding agents have been developtd,
each of which, when pigmented with lubricative pigments,
provides superior performance in certain specific areas.

The earliest type of bonding agents consisted primarily
of inorganic salts such as silicates, phosphates, and borates.
These materials were deficient in that t ey were not re-
sistant to moisture. Recently, Devine(2) has developed a
sodium silicate binder and method of curing it which is
extremely effective when pigmented with molybdenum disulfide
and operated at temperatures as high as 10000F. However,
the use of this material is restricted to high temperature
applications where moisture contam.Jnation is not a problem.
Thi3 development greatly extends the operational temperature
range for dry film lubricants,

One of the most ,omising inorganic binders is boric
oxide (BaOA). Lavikffifound that when this oxide was pig-°
mented w:t lead sulfide(PbS), it produced a lubricating film
satisfaztory for temperatures as high as 1.0000F. However,
the lukbricating properties of this film are unsatisfactory
at lower temperatures.

The most common type of bonding agent consists of a
solution of one or more thermopettlng resins. This type of
resin requires bakLng to produce maximum hardness. Thermo-
setting resins, when pigmented with lubricative pigments,
provide hard surfaces and long wear life over the tempera-
ture range -300 0 F. to +5000F. In general, the higher the
baklng temperatare, the longer the wear .ilfe and the higher
the temperature to which the bearing surface can safely be
exposed. Current studies at Rock Island Arsenal indlcate
that a high baking temperature may be detrimental to the



lubricating film from the point of view of corrosion pro-
tection. The most common thermosetting resins used as
binders for dry film lubricants are the epoxies, phenolics,
ailicones, and mixtures of these resins. The selection of
the thermosetting resin bonding agent is based upon a know-
ledge of the end use of the dry film lubricant. The epoxies
provide excellent adhesion to metal surfaces but their wear
debris does rit permit a long service life. The phenolics
do not have quite as good adhesive properties but their
weardebris is less abrasive. Recent studies by Electrofilm,
Inc. )have shown that the phenolic resins provide the most
satisfactory binders for dry film lubricants for use under
conditions of high vacuum. The silicone resins provide
superior bodlrng at high temperatures but their rear debris
promotes a shcvt iervice life. Meade and Murphy 5•have shown
that an extremely satisfactory general purpose bonding agent
can be made from a combination of an epoxy and a phenolic
resin.

It is possible to avoid the baking requirement of ther-
mosetting resins by fonrulating a two component system
wherein one component of a pigmented resin and the second
component consists of a curing agent. Such a system would
require accurate mixing just prior to use and only the amount
to be used should be prepared at one time. These require-
ments are undesirable from a military standpoint. The use
of molecular sieves containing the curing agent have not
proved satisfactory to date. In the present state of the
art, thermosetting resins require baking and are thus not
suitable for field application.

Properly formulated and cured thermosettirq resin-
bonded dry film lubricants provide long wear life, good
corrosion protection, high resistance to organic solvents,
and a useful temperature range from -300 0 P. to +5000F.

Murphy and Meade( 6 )report that a thernosetting, resin-
bonded, solid film lubricant can be subjected to conven-
tional trichloroethylene vapor degreasing for periods up to
ten minutes with no deleterious effect on the wear life or
corrosion protection provided by the lubricant film.

Hart(7)and Cox( 8 ), after extensive studies, report that
nuclear radiation in general had very little effect on the
wear life, corrosion protection, fluid resistance, and thermal
stability provided by thermosetting resin-bonded dry film
lubricants.
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A type of bonding Rnifnt rAnpdly hbcmin more ^omn
consists of a solution of one or more thermoplastic resins.
These resins can be cured by simple solvent evaporation and
require no baking. Like the thermosetting resin-bonded dry
film lubricants, the thermoplastic based lubricants oan be
regarded as paints. These lubricants provide fairly hard
surfaces with moderately good wear life, fair corrosion
protection, fair solvent resistAnce, and a useful ttmperature
range of -200 to +3000F. The usual thermoplastic resins
include the acrylics and lacquer-like materials. A service-
able thermoplastic resin-bonded dry film lubricant can be
formulated with a lubricative pigment dispersed In a floor
varnish. >'".is type of lubricant is readily packaged in
sell-pressurized spray containers. After spraying and
waiting a few minutes for the solvent to evaporate, the
bearing componenits are ready for assembly. It is usually
best to wait 9everal hours before the lubricated bearing is
placed in service to permit complete resin cure. Self-pres-
surized spray containers are particularly useful for field
application and touch-up work. The Rock Island Arsenal
Laboratory is at the present time involyed in the preparation
of a limited coordination specification(9)covering a resin-
bonded dry film lubricant packaged in self-pressurized spray
containers.

At the present time, there are two military specifica-
tions covering r9, -bonded dry film lubricants. These are:
MIL-L-?J'2,3(WEP) , a product specification, and MIL-L-
255o4A•1j, a performance specification. It is probable that
only thermosetting based lubricants can meet the requirements
of these specifications. Currently, an effort is being made
by the Department of the Navy to combine these two specifica-
tions into One fully coordinated military speci.fication.

A number of investigators have evaluated many organic
and inorganic compounds as possible lubricative pigments for
dry film lubricants. Organic materials, because of their
relatively low decomposition temperatures, argFobably the
least attractive candidates. However, Krause%-' reports that
the phthalocyanines show promise as lubricants in the 8oo-1300oF.
temperature range. Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) has ex-
cellent lubricating pop erties but it also has several serious
limitations. Bowdent 3)reports that this material is a poor
thermal conductor and has a high coefficient of thermal ex-
panson. Heslop ,1 4reports that polytetrafluoroethylene
undergoes a sharp drop in strength and decomposes at about
750 0 F. The effect of these changes on its lubricative
properties is not definitely known.
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inorganic matcrials. The firsa survey consists of a list of
inorganiz compounds which warrant investigation ac high tem-
perature lubricative pigments, a i the second survey consists
of a list of inorganic compounds which are considered in-
herently unsatisfactory for consideration. These two lists
serve as an excellent starting point for further investiga-
tions of the use of inorganic materials as lubricative pig-
ments.

Graphite and molybdenum disulfide have becn studied in
detail by many workers. It is now definitely known that an
absorbed water vapor la,-er is essential for graphite lubri-
cation. If this water vapor layer is removed, either by high
temperature or vacuum conditions, the graphitG losec its
lubricating properties and becomes quito abrasive.

Murphy and Meade(1 6 )examined fourteen inorganic compounds
and five powdered metals to determine the lubricating effec-
tiveness of these materials when added to a resin-bonded dry
lubricant formulation containing molybdenum diculfide and
graphite. This study showed antimony trioxide to be the most
effective lubricative pigment when used in conjunction with
molybdenum diculfide and graphite.

Meade and Murphy(17)have shown conclusively that graphite
in a reoin-bonded solid film lubricant is deleterious from
the point of view of corrosion protection provided by the
lubricant. It, therefore, becomes evident that the use of
graphite in a recin-bonded dry film lubricant is to be avoided.
To use graphite iE to invite corrosion difficulties in the
presence of moisture.

Recent studies have shown that molybdenum disulfide
does not depend upon an adsorbed vapor layer for its lubri-
cating properties. In fact, investigators at the Midwest
Research Institute(1o found that molybdenum disulfide provided
better lubrication under vacuum conditions than it does in
an ordinary atmosphere.

It has been found that extremely finely divided molybdenum
disulfide accelerates corrosion when this material is used
to pigment a resin-bonded solid film lubricant. However, the
use of a larger particle size molybdenum disulfide greatly
reduces the corrosion promoting properties of this material.
Both graphite and molybdenum disulfide are stable to temper-
atures above the decomposition temperatures of current thermo-
setting resin bonding agents.



There are nearly as many instruments for evaluating the
wear life of resin-bonded dry film lubricants as there are
investigators in this field. The Falex Lubricant Tester and
modifications of the McMillian tester are the most widely
used. It is known that the correlation between the test re-
sults obtained with different testing instruments leaves a
great deal to be desired. The military specification cover-
ing resin-bonded dry film lubricants under preparation by
the Department of the Navy will utilize the Falex Lubricant
Tester. This instrument choice was based on the fact that
the Coordinating Research Council found the Falex Tester to
provide more nearly reproducible results than the next most
widely used tester, the Alpha Molykote LFW-l tester. The
dry lubricant development work conducted at Rock Island
Arsenal was done with the aid of a Falex tester. This in-
strument is shown in Figure 1 and consists primarily of a
motor driven pin revolving at 290 rpm betireen two V-blocks
to which a wide range of loads can be api .ied. The load
mechanism of this instrument Is shown in Figure 2. It is
impossible to devise a tester which will simulate all or
even a good portion of the anticipated operat.ng conditions
to which a dry lubricant may be subjected. The Falex tester
is probably as satisfactory for this purpose as any other
test instrument, even though the load and test period are the
only major variables subject to operator control,

It is a simple matter to predict In general the degree
of corrusion protection which can be obtained with a dry
lubricant prior to use. T'cwever, in service the lubricant
film wears and becomes thinner with each operating cycle.
A point will eventually be reached where the film no longer
provides corrosion protection. It Is nearly impossible to
predict this point. Therefore, for the sake of safety, it
must be assumed that a dry film lubricant, after service,
will provide no corrosion protection, In the present state
of their development, dry film lubricants can be regarded
as corrosion protection devices only during the period prior
to use of the lubricated mechanism.

Many investigators have found that the quality of a
resin-bonded dry film lubricant coating, in terms of wear
life and corrosion protection, Is highly dependent upon the
quality of the substrate overwhich the 2ubricant film is ap-
plied. For applications over steel surfaces and where cor-
rosion protection is not a major factor, it is recommernded
that steel surfaces be either manganese or zinc phosphatized.

6
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Studies made at Rock Island Arsenal have shown that the type
o•f •,rhc tr applied prnir to the application of' a resin-
bonded dry lubricant is of no significance from the point
of view of wear life and corrosion protection. Rock island
Arsenal has had considerably more experience with zinc phos-
phatized substrates and, therefore, prefers this typt of
pretreatment It has been found that highly satisfactory
wear life and corrosion protection results can be obtained
if a resin-bonded dry film lubricant is applied to steel
surfaces which have been phosphatiztd In accordance with
Militari Specification MIL-P-I6232E'g9), Type Z, Class,3
or paragraph 5.3.2.3 of Military Standard MIL-STD-171A(2 6 ).
It cannot be too strongly emphasized that the phosphatized
coatings must be in accordance with either of the above
two documents if satisfactory wear life and corrosion pro-
tection are to be obtained with resin-bonded dry film lubri-
cants. Substandard phosphatized coatirgs drastcally re-
duced wear life and corrosion protection, Midgley (21 )ha
recently drawn attention to a simple explanation of a bene-
ficial action, a certain smoothing capacity, obtained with
phosphatized steel. This smoothing capacity of the phomphatized
coating, in conjunction with the resin-bonded dry film coating,
seems to produce a desirable synergistic effect.

If a high degree of corrosion protection is desired on
steel bearing surfaces throughout the wear life of a resin-
bonded dry film lubricant, it is necessary that the ferrous
surface be plated with either cadmium followed by zinc phos-
phatizing or zinc followed by zinc phosphatizlng or zinc
followed by zinc phosphatizing. Cadmium plating followed by
zinc phosphatlzing provides the maximum corrosion resistant
substrate for re3in-bcnded dry film lubricants when applied
to steel. However, the wear life of such a substrate and
lubricant system is considerably reduced, being approximately
25% of the wear life obtained on a similar bearing surface
without the cadmium plating. Zinc plating followed by zinc
phosphatizing provides less corrosion protection in conjunction
with a res3ni-ibonded dry film lubricant but also a less drastic
reduction in wear lxf--, Eperience at Rock Island Arsenal
tias shown that an excellent substrate from the point of view
of both wear life and corrosion protection during service can
be obtained by cadmium plating and zinc phosphatizing steel
bearing syrI.cks in accordance with Federal Specification QQ-
p-4161a2 2 ), Class i, Type !II.

9
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Studies at Rock Island Arsenal have shown that alun-,num
b arg 4C -Vrface Ahl CZ 1WLzibe anodize' an'd nealed prior to the

application ofl a resin-bonded dry f' uni lubricant tor maxi.inoyr.
wear life and corrosion protection. Highly satisfact~or-y
wear life and corrosion protect ion can be obtalined by' ohromic--
acid anodizing and s fal ng i.n accordance with Military Speci-
fication MIL-A-8625A 23 j, Type I or Eulfuric acid arrodizing
in accordance -with the same specifchation, Type 11. Wear
life and corrOsion protecl.i'on are independent of the type of'
anodizing.

Bearing surfaces of' such metals as stainless steel,.
chromium plate, and coPper alloys which have a certain amount
of Inherent corrosion resistance should be slightly roughened
prior to a~plication of a resin-bonded dry film lubricant to
provide a 'tooth". Vapor blasting or liquid honing have been
found to provide axcallent, pretreatyrents fcr these surfaces.

The optirnun lubricant, film thickness falls within the
range from 0.0003" to 0.0006". This thickness range can be
obtained by bruehing, dipping, or spraying,, the cho,-.ce of
moethod being dependent upon thc- particular application.
Iiaeally, both the moving a~nd statiz-nary components of a bear-
ting assembly should be coatedz with the lubricant . circum-
stanoes permit the coating~ of oane bearing Componento only,
the moving component should be coated. After coating, the
bearing components must be baked, the baking time and temper-
at~ure b~eing depe~ndent upon the bearing aietal. While resin-
bonded dry filmu lubricants are relatively hard, they are
considerably softer than any metal to which they would be ap-
plied. Exceasive lubricant will be either removed during as-
seiably or during the first few cycles of operation. It has
been found that excessive lubricant can be satisfactorily
removed by light abrasion with crocus cloth.

The corrosion protective properties of resin-bonded
dry film lubricants can be evaluated by a nimpber of test me-
thods, Ro)ck Island Arsenal used the 20% salt fog test des-

crben.ýIethod 4001.1 of Federal T'est Method Standard
No. 791l241, 'This mnethod produces results in a reasonable
length of time and the results agree quite closely with out-
door exposure tests currently in progress.

From the point of view of wear life and corrosion
.orotection, resin-bonded dry firLlm lubricants are extremely
sensitive to a number of factors. These factors are given



in Table I. A small variation in ay of these factors will
most assuredly affect the quality of the iubricant coating.

TABLE1 I

FACTORS AFFECTING QUALITY OF LUBRICANT COATINGS

1. Type of resins comprising bonding system.

2. Ratio of resins within bonding system.

3. Typs of lubricative pigments.

4. Patio of lubricative pigments.

5. Particle size of lubricative pigments.

6. Ratio of retins to pigments.

7. Method of combining ingredients.

8. Quality of bearing surface pretreatment.

9. Baking time and temperature.

Rock Island Arsenal has evaluated all of the commer-
cially available resin-bonded dry film lubricants which
have come to their attention. It waa found that the longest
wear life, when evaluated with the Falex Lubricant Tester,
was 250 minutes and the longest corrosion protection period,
when evaluated with the 20% salt fog cabinet, was 72 hours.
Incidentally, these results were not obtained on the same
product. Commercial products appear to be formulated to pro-
duce either a long wear life or a long corrosion protection
period. Test results obtained by Rock Island Arsenal did
not always agree with the results claimed by the commercial
manufacturer.

The Rock Island Arsenal Laboratory has developed a
resin-bonded dry film lubricant which, when applied over
zinc phosphatized steel, and evaluated with a Falex Lubricant
Tester, provides a minimum wear life of 500 minutes. This

11



lubricant, when applied over zinc phosnhati7.ed ateel and
evaluated with the 20% salt fog cabinet, provides a minimum
corrosion protection period of 100 hours. The lubricant will
provide several thousand hours corrosion protection when ap-
plied over anodized and sealed aluminum or zinc phosphatized
cadmium plated steel and exposed in a 20%.salt fog cabinet.
This lubricant, designated RIA Compound 9A, has been subjected
to and passed qualification tests made by the Naval Air
Material Centert Philadelphia, under Specification MIL-L-
22273PEp)(10). In order to assure the purchase of this
superior lubricant, Rock Island Arsenal Purchase Description
RIAPD-651 2 4 ) was prepared. Currently RIA Compound 9t is
being procured from a commercial source under this purchase
description.

Resin-bonded dry film lubricants have several inherent
deficiencies, one of which lies in the fact that such lubri-
cants are not self-healing. When the lubricant film has
been removed by wear, the bearing assembly must be disassembled
for relubrication. There is no other method for reapplying
this type of lubricant. A second' weakness lies in the fict
that when resin-bonded dry film lubricants are operated in
conjunction with conventional fluid lubricants, their wear
life is drastically reduced. The reason for this phenomenon,
which is certainly unexpected, is not readily apparent. It
is postulated that the conventional fluid lubricant waaý--s
from the bearing area the wear debris which would otherwise
set as a lubricant. Conventional fluid lubricants do not
soften thermosetting resin binders. Accidental fluid lubri-
cant contamination can be removed effectively from dry lubri-
cated bearing surfaces by wiping the bearing surface with a
cloth moistened with naphtha. A third and minor weakness
lies in the fact that the application of a resin-bonded dry
film lubricant requires the expenditure of more time and
money for surface pretreatment and baking than is ordinarily
required for conventionally lubricated bearings. Resin-
bonded dry film lubricants can be applied to highly polished
bearing surfaces and not baked, but if this is done, only a
small part of the potential of the lubricant is realized. A
general list of applications for which dry film lubricants
'hould not be considered for use is given in Table II.

Resin-bonded dry film lubricants have a number of
characteristics which warrant their consideration in many
general applications. One of their outstanding character-
istics is that their lubrication and torque properties are

12



relatively insensitive to temperatures over the range -300
to +5000F. Their temperature range Ir far beyond the
capability of any fluid lubricant, ccnventional or exotic.
A second desirable characteristic is that the type of lub-
ricant is not affected by either water or most organic sol-
vents. To be sure, it is not recommended that bearings lub-
ricated with this type of lubricant be operated more than a
very few cycles in the presence of water or organic solvents,
but short time contacts will have no deleterious effect on
tht lubricant film. A third desirable characteristic lies
in the fact that this type of lubricant is capable of carry-
ing considerably higher loads than nonfortified fluid lubri-
cants. This characteristic becomea of paramount importance
in the initial start-up of heavily loaded machinery. Tha
first few critical cycles of operation can be safely accom-
plished by supporting the load on the dry lubricant film
until satisfactory btaping surfaces are established for fluid
lubrication. Properly formulated resin-bonded dry lubricants
will provide lubrication under vacuum conditions whicnh are
completely beyond the range of fluid lubricantd.

It thus becomes apparent that resin-bonded dry film
lubricants are capable of performance impossible to obtain
with conventional fluid lubricants. A list of general ap-
plications for which these types of dry lubricants are satis-
factory is given in Table III. This table is self-explanatory.

Rock Island Arsenal. has had considerable experience in
the use of resin-bonded dry lubricants in the past five years.
Figures 3 through 6 show some of the earlier applicatlons.
At the time these photographs were made, a commercial dry
lubricant was applied over zinc phosphated steel. It will
be noted that considerable rusting took place. Because of
this condition, RIA Compound 9A, a corrosion Inhibiting type
of dry lubricant is currently being used in conjunction with
steel bearing surfaces which have been cadmium plated and
zinc phosphatized and aluminum bearing surfaoes which have
been anodized and sealed prior to application of the dry lub-
ricant. Thus, maximum corrosion protection is being obtained
simultaneously with satisfactory wear life. At present. this
corrosion inhibiting dry lubricant is being app]ied to
properly pretreated bearing areas on rocket launchers (in-
cluding the Littlejohn), trailers, and artillerj components.

13
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APPLICATIONS NOT SUITABLE FOR RESIN-BONDED
SOLID FILM LUBRICANTS

I. Temperatures continuously above 5000 F.

2. Rolling element bearings.

3. Contact with fluid lubricants.

4. Mechanisms subjeCt to a large number of operating cycles.

TABLE III

SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS, RESIN-BONDED
SOLID FILM LUBRICANTS

1. Lightly loaded plain and spherical bearings.

2. Sliding motion under light to moderate loads.

3. Temperature range, -300 0 F. to +5000 F.

4. Break-in lubrication with fluid lubricants.

5. Mechanism lubricated for life.

6. Where conventional means of lubrication aren't satis-
factory.

7. Mechanisms infrequently used.

8. Mechanisms where lubrication may be neglected.

9. Mechanisms stored for long periods.

10. Mechanisms exposed for dusty atmospheres.

11. Mechanisms expcsed to drastic weather conditions.

12. Mechanisms subject to high initial loads.

13. Mechanisms which can't tolerate fluid lubricant con-
tamination.

14. Mechanisms subject to high temperature and periodic
disassembly.

15, Mechanisms subject to mildly corrosive atmospheres.
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A IList with pertinent comments concerning current
spcii a--pl tj.Lons of~ a" LrCLL'.JIoUdeud Uri 11.-1 .LIWVWLUI(ioantl

by R~ock Weand Arsenal followe.-

MX34, edoeket Launcher (Littlejohn)

Ball sc'ck,!ts on the base of cross level Jack.
i~roooee: to cr~t-eme --ieat.-,er :;onditions and mud., band and ice.)

Sltd.cLag covf.r '3upport, n:-'bers of acme thread Jack screw.
(Satisfactory 6ervtoe excc'pt for occasional squeaking noise.)

Slidin3 cara on tr~ppizig inechani~in.
(operates inder h~eavy l~oad.)

Rocket launclaar b~an. truniori

Moving parts Jn har~dwhet-l haaidles.
(Excellent except for occauional toquzaking noiae.)

Large area pintle support..
(Anodized alaw-Inupi bearing aurfaoes separated, onl.y by dry1

ilr.ubrlca1 't. No failures In fou~r yea-. servi.,-e under
extre.,rl cond'L4-ioiuh.

Expoa3ed pinion air6 wear- seci~o-: -urd f'or travYersing maechanism.
(EXP..ized to i'oad .Oirt and ~VLweether Zndiitlona.)

Bearinig su.pport po.iatA )n tne wk~el elevating mechanism.
(Exposed to the ext:'rnely severe conditions of a nonapi'ung
suspensloti open to the weather.)

Sl4ide dust covers on elevating mechanients.
,(oev'iral of these mechanisms have been in service for "four
ye~irs and are still giving satisfactory service. Theae tubea
cover a ball-screw mechanism and are open to the elemnents
on the outside. Neoprene seals slide over the dry lubri-
cated surf tce. The bearing areas are anodized aluminum on
anodi"zed aluminum separated only by the dry lubricant film.
*The Success in desert area3 18 due to the fact that dirt and
sand cannot adhere to the d7film surface as would be pos-
sible with fluid lubricants

Moving parts on hand brake3.

(Exposed to weather condit'ions.)

Pin be~arings on kinemiatic 3inke In the ffring mechanlast.
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%Thain and sprocket drive.

Spring loaded plunger mechanisms.
(Exposed to h..avy side Ioads.)

Stop and lock levers and .
(Exposed tc weather conaitions.)

Threads nr, a screw actuated pressure plate brake.
(Excellent re~sults under extreme load condl4 .ne.)

XM3E2, Loading Platform, Truck Mounted

Crane section applications

TelescopIng tube assembly.

Support assembly.

Column assembly.

XM449, Trailer

Used in nine major areas including caster wheel assembly,
threads, removable pins, pintle bearings, and pin yoke
bearing areas.

Used on warhead mating fixture.

XN552, Traiier

Four applications.

XM505, Trailer

Elevating mechanism housins.

Torzion bar suap8naion -9.xle.

Frame assembly at Lezrir,• areafl.

_I06 Rifxle -Mount

Planetary gearB and hor-sings.

Eleve S~g rnecnan5.3m~2..

21
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XM32- Rocket Laiunnher

A f,-ame.
I

A Eltevating mechanisms,

Telesccpic tubes, elevating mechanism.

Rear trail pivot pin.

Rear trail locking pin.

XM31, 105 MM Howitzer

Ball pivot.

Ball pivot locking plate.

Ball pivct retainer (firing base).

Side support brackets.

AXxle.

Axle locking pias.

Firing mechanism plunger shaft.

Cradle trunritton liners

Trunnion busk'Ings.

Brepchl- operating '•.

Breech operating -am pivct shat't.

Axle bushings.

Axle lock handle spindle.

One of the shops at Rock Island Arsenal recently ex-
perienced difficulty in obtaining the minimum acceptable fir-
ing rate with overhauled Browning Automatic Rifles. These
weapons, after overhaul, zinc phosphatizirWg and lubrication
with conventional oil, were simply too tight to fire rapidly.
It wa3 found that coating tht zinc phospnatzed bolt assembly
with a resin-bonrded dry luoricant; foilowed by lubrication
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with the conventional oil, perm!itea the weapon to pass the
firving test5. T-he -ry "-ub:-4tca- 41l41 p.o.d. lub"- ca....

during the first few critical cycles of operation until satis-
factory oil lubricated bearing surfaces could be established.
The fact that the dry lubricant was rapidly removed from the
bearing area by the oil was of no consequence. By that time,
conventional oil lubrication was satisfactory. This is an
example of the use of a resin-bonded dry lubricant as a
sacrificial lubricant.

The following statement by Rossmiller(25) represents the
cw.,rent attitude of the Desgri Engineering Branch, Rock
Island Arsenal, concernJng resin-bonded dry lubricants:

"The use of RIA Compound 9A at Rock Island Arsenal
is part of an overall plan to eliminate the grease gun and
field lubrication of any kind on the M34 Littlejohn Rocket
Launcher. It3 use also aided in the success of the unit
with regards to corrouion protection. So successful were
the results of the use of this type of lubricant on the M34
Launcher that the usual complete series of' environmental
tests were ei-.minated upon the introduction of the XM34EI
Rocket Launcher. Engineer and Service Test personnel made
the statement that if the )a434El Launcher was corrosion
protected in the same manner as the M34 Launcher, further
testing was a waste of mcney."

Research in the area of dry lubricants is proceeding
in a number of directions. Some of the results are published
and some of the results become evident as new products come
onto the market. It is probable that a resin-bonded dry
lubricant will be developed which will provide corrosion
protection throughout the wear life of the lubricant. Studies
are in progress which will probably lead to the development
of compatible anti-friction bearing, dry lubricant systems,
thus combining the advantages of anti-friction bearings and
dry lubricants. A number of investigations into the areas
of wide temperature range dry lubricants are in progress.
These studies will probably lead to the development of a
dry lubricant which can be used over the temperature rarge
_3000F. to +1500 0 F. with equal effectiveness, The study of
conversion lubricating coatings, whereby the lubricant film
is formed Integral with the bear.ing surface is prcceeding at
a moderate rate. Present re.earci' will ultlmately result in
the dry lubricant of the future which will embody the char-
acteristics given in Table IV. Such a lubricant will find
wide application.
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TABLE IV

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DRY LUBRICANT

OF THE FUTURE

1. Provide long wear life,

2. Provide corrosion protection throughout its wear life.

3. Provide lvbrication over the temperature range -3000F.
to +15000F.

4. Provide lubrication in the presence of all contaminants.

5. Be relatively simple to apply.

6. Provide lubrication in all types of bearings.
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